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FQUR
... grow in g f rom w ith i n . ..

Four Quotient Thinking
A Holistic View of Living
"There is an Indian proverb or axiom that says that everyone is a house of four rooms: A physical, a
mental, an emotional and a spiritual. Most of us tend to live in one room most of the time but, unless we go into every room everyday, even if only to keep it aired, we are not a complete person."

Rumer Godden
The four human quotients.
•
•
•
•

PQ - physical - To Live - Human Living
IQ - mental - To Learn - Human Doing
EQ - emotional - To Love - Human Being
SQ - spiritual - To Leave a Legacy - Being Human

How do you measure up?
How well do you think you do in living a full, healthy and thus balanced life?
Try the QFOUR QUOCARD.
This is our unique Quocard which you can intuitively use to assess your balance between all four quotients as a person, team, organisation, family or community.
Each quotient has five levels
Level 5 - totally unaware and not interested (‘unconscious’)
Level 4 - unconsciously incompetent (you don’t know what you don’t know – aware of need to change) but open to
learning
Level 3 - consciously incompetent (you now know that you do not do it – ‘working on’)
Level 2 - consciously competent (you have to continually think about having to do it – ‘working in’)
Level 1 - unconsciously competent (doing it without thinking – a habit)
Any person/organisation who is out of quotient balance, cannot possibly be ‘effective’ and will suffer and thus de-energise, expire and slow down any team, organisation or family they are involved in.
To truly ‘profit’ (from the Latin word ‘proficere’ meaning ‘to advance’ and ‘to improve’) in any organisation, let’s get
back to the truth – that ‘profit’ is actually about human advancement and not financial gain or political power!
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A truly balanced Quocard =
a truly sustainable person, family or organisation
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A balanced person creates a balanced human being thus
creating a balanced workforce, family and community.

IQ

Four quotient living is about leadership - Servant Leadership.
First, leadership of self, then and only then, about 'anything external' family, team, workplace, community, country.
(Mandela, Gandhi, Mother Teresa, J.C.)

An exploration of the 4 Quotients & Leadership

How are you living your life with the four parts of your existence above?
Which 'quotient' are you inhabiting right now in your life?
Which would you like to inhabit?
Is it different for work, rest and play?
What are you going to do about that - when & with whose support.....???
(or are you already perfect..??)
"Most people search high and wide for the keys to success.
If they only knew, the key to their dreams lies within."
George Washington Carver

